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Discovery 2: Perform Basic Switch Configuration

Task 1: Configure a Switch from the Command Line
Activity

Step 1: Access the console of SW1 and use the enable command to access the privileged EXEC.
On SW1, enter the following command:

Switch> enable 
Switch#

You can, of course, use unambiguous abbreviations for commands, such as en. You can also take advantage of tab
completion using something like en.

The change of the last character in the prompt from > to # is an indication that you have successfully accessed
privileged mode.

Step 2: Enter the global configuration mode using the configure terminal command.
On SW1, enter the following command:

Switch# configure terminal 
Enter configuration commands, one per line.  End with CNTL/Z. 
Switch(config)#

The change in prompt to include (config) indicates that you are now in the global configuration mode

Step 3: Set the hostname of the switch to SW1 by using the hostname command.
On SW1, enter the following command:

Switch(config)# hostname SW1 
SW1(config)#

The prompt reflects the hostname. It was the default (Switch) and is now set to SW1.

Step 4: In this topology, only VLAN 1 is in use. Set the IP address that SW1 uses on VLAN 1 to
10.10.1.2 with a 24-bit subnet mask. To do so, you will have to enter the interface configuration
mode and use the ip address command. You will also need to enable the interface with the no
shutdown command.

On SW1, enter the following command:

SW1(config)# interface vlan 1 
SW1(config-if)# ip address 10.10.1.2 255.255.255.0 
SW1(config-if)# no shutdown

Again, the prompt changes as you move through the hierarchy of CLI modes. The prompt includes config, indicating
that you are in the global configuration mode.

Step 5: Next, set the SW1 default gateway to 10.10.1.1. You do this action from the global
configuration mode. Use the exit command to return to the global configuration mode, then use
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the ip default-gateway command appropriately.
On SW1, enter the following command:

SW1(config-if)# exit 
SW1(config)# ip default-gateway 10.10.1.1

Again, the prompt changes as you move through the hierarchy of CLI modes. The prompt includes config, indicating
that you are in the global configuration mode.

Step 6: Finish the configuration requirements by setting the descriptions on interfaces Ethernet
0/0 and Ethernet 0/1, which are links to SW2 and PC1 respectively. The description command is
available in the interface configuration mode.

On SW1, enter the following command:

SW1(config)# interface ethernet 0/0 
SW1(config-if)# description Link to SW2 
SW1(config-if)# interface ethernet 0/1 
SW1(config-if)# description Link to PC1

Step 7: SW1 is now properly configured. Leave configuration mode and return to privileged
EXEC mode.

On SW1, enter the following command:

SW1(config-if)# end 
SW1#

You can accomplish the same thing in several ways within Cisco IOS. Instead of using the end command to go from
interface configuration mode all the way back to privileged EXEC, you could also have used the exit command twice,
or simply pressed Ctrl-Z.

Task 2: Verify the Switch Initial Startup Status
Activity

This discovery session assumes that you have just finished configuration of the following settings on SW1:

Hostname
IP address
Default gateway
Interface descriptions on the interfaces connecting to PC1 and SW2

You will now verify these settings on SW1. Consult the topology diagram and configuration specifications table for the
complete connectivity and configuration details. Note that PC1, PC2, SW2, and R1 were already fully configured. In this
discovery session, you will focus solely on SW1.

Step 1: On SW1, verify the correct IP address configuration on interface VLAN1. To verify proper
IP configuration, you have several options. Normally, you have several ways to verify
configuration elements. Often, these include directly viewing the configuration, showing
operational status, and verifying behavior. You will utilize all three methodologies here.

On SW1, enter the following command:

One way that you can verify the configuration is by simply viewing it with the show running-config command. You
can pare down the output of this command by piping it to the include or the section filter. But, since viewing the
configuration of a particular interface is a common exercise, you can specify an interface directly to the show
running-config command. Give the following a try:

SW1# show running-config interface vlan 1 
Building configuration... 

•
•
•
•



Current configuration : 59 bytes 
! 
interface Vlan1 
 ip address 10.10.1.2 255.255.255.0 
end

Another option that you have for verifying the IP address configuration is by viewing the status of interfaces. Use the
show ip interface brief command to see the status of interface VLAN1. Verify that it is up and that the IP address is
correct.

SW1# show ip interface brief 
Interface              IP-Address      OK? Method Status                Protocol 
<... output omitted ...> 
Vlan1                  10.10.1.2       YES manual up                    up

You might find looking at the configuration or at system status useful, but often the most satisfying method is
verifying system behavior. If the interface has been properly configured, you should be able to ping other IP addresses
on the local subnet. Try to ping PC1, PC2, and R1.

SW1# ping 10.10.1.10 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 10.10.1.10, timeout is 2 seconds: 
.!!!!
Success rate is 80 percent (4/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/2/5 ms 
SW1# ping 10.10.1.20 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 10.10.1.20, timeout is 2 seconds: 
.!!!!
Success rate is 80 percent (4/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/1/1 ms 
SW1# ping 10.10.1.1 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 10.10.1.1, timeout is 2 seconds: 
!!!!!
Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/202/1009 ms

The ping command will send five ICMP echo requests and wait for a reply after each request. A period (.) indicates a
timeout on the reply. An exclamation point (!) indicates that the reply was received.

It is common for a timeout to occur on the first echo request, but you may not see it. It happens when the local system
does not have an entry in its ARP table for the remote system.

A ping can provide rudimentary performance indications. Timeouts are obviously bad, but the command also displays
response time statistics for the replies that were received.

Step 2: Now, verify that the default gateway is configured appropriately. Again, you have multiple
options.

On SW1, enter the following command:

View the running configuration, including only lines which include the string "default".

SW1# show running-config | include default 
ip default-gateway 10.10.1.1

Besides looking at the configuration, you verify the status. Use the show ip route command to view the IP routing
table of SW1.

SW1# show ip route 
Default gateway is 10.10.1.1 
Host               Gateway           Last Use    Total Uses  Interface 
ICMP redirect cache is empty



Again, you can also verify system behavior. If your default gateway is properly set, you should be able to ping IP
addresses on remote subnets. Try to ping the address 10.10.3.1 which is on the other side of R1.

SW1# ping 10.10.3.1 
Type escape sequence to abort. 
Sending 5, 100-byte ICMP Echos to 10.10.3.1, timeout is 2 seconds: 
!!!!!
Success rate is 100 percent (5/5), round-trip min/avg/max = 1/203/1012 ms

Step 3: The last thing to verify is the description on the appropriate interfaces. You should have
configured descriptions on both Ethernet 0/0 and Ethernet 0/1. As usual, there are multiple
strategies that you can use for verification.

On SW1, enter the following command:

View the running configuration, but use the section filter to view sections that include the "0/0" string. Repeat this
action for the "0/1" string.

SW1# show running-config | section 0/0 
interface Ethernet0/0 
 description Link to SW2 
 duplex auto 
SW1# show running-config | section 0/1 
interface Ethernet0/1 
 description Link to PC1 
 duplex auto

Verify the system status using the show interface status command.

SW1# show interface status 
Port        Name          Status       Vlan       Duplex  Speed Type 
Et0/0       Link to SW2   connected    trunk        auto   auto unknown 
Et0/1       Link to PC1   connected    1            auto   auto unknown 
<... output omitted ...>
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